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The text:

I- Reading Comprehension

A) I read the text and choose the correct answer : (2pts)
� Life in the past is :

a) Different from today     b) better than today                   c) worse than today

� People used to play :

a) Video games              b) marbles and hopscotch         c) chess game

B)   I read and answer the following questions: (3pts)

� Did grandma use to watch TV?   

� ……………………………………………………………………………..
� What did she use to play?

� ……………………………………………………………………………….
� Did she use to help her dad?
� ......................................................................................................................

C) Lexis: 1) I find in the text synonym of :            (2pts)

Modern =………….              After =……………

2) I find in the text the opposites of

Today ± ……….. Study ± ……….

Grandma is telling her son about her life in the past. 

« In the old times, life used to be very simple but different from 
the way in which we live nowadays. I used to live in a farmhouse 
with my big family, my dad used to raise animals like chickens,
cows, Geese and sheep. I used to help him in feeding the pets’ .My
sister and I used to play hopscotch and skipping rope but my 
brother used to play marbles and hide and seek. My dad used to buy 
us clothes once a year. My mother used to wear traditional clothes 
like Hayek and Jebba, we used to listen to Radio because we didn’t 
use to have television. In the past we didn’t use to go to school, but
we used to learn at mosques. Nowadays, life is easier than before. 
You are so lucky my dear son. »
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II-Mastery of language:

A) I put the verbs between brackets in the correct form: (3pts)

� Five years ago, I (to use to play)………………………………..marbles with my friends.
� I always (to watch) ……………………………….….. Cartoons in the evening.

� Women (not to use to wear) ………………………………………..jeans and leggings.

B) I cross (x) the odd word out (1 pt)

.Hopscotch Rag doll Clogs Leggings  

Marbles  play station Beret  Jeans

C) I classify the words in the right sounds (3pts) (Pen- fat- mum- bed- van - cut)

III- Integrated Situation: My friend and I were refreshing our mind about our childhood 

memories .So he/she asked me few question about my primary school period.

                                                                                              

A : Which primary school did you use to go to ?

B :………………………………………………………………………….

A : who used to be your teacher at that period ?

B :………………………………………………………………………….

A: which subject did you use to study?

B :……………………………………………………………………….…

A: Did you use to watch cartoon in your free time ?

B :……………………………………………………………….…………

A :what was the name of  that cartoon ?

B :…………………………………………………………………………

A :what games did you use to play with ?

B :………………………………………………….………………………
…………………………
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